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UPSTREAM BATTLE: The Story
Native Americans fight for their fish – against an energy corporation. Their struggle may
trigger the largest dam removal project in history.
“Since the beginning of time,” they‘ve been living along the
Klamath River, in the far north of what‘s today called California.
The Karuk, Yurok and Hoopa are among the few tribes in the
United States who have managed to keep their traditions alive.
Their culture is centered around a majestic fish: the Pacific
salmon.
A hundred years ago, up to a million salmon would swim
upstream to their spawning grounds each year. Today, only a few
thousand return to the river. Four large hydroelectric dams cut off
their path and turn the water into a toxic soup. In 2002, in one of
the worst fish kills ever recorded in the U.S., almost 70,000 adult
salmon died in front of the eyes of the Native Americans.
“If they‘re sick, we‘re sick,” says Merv George, paddling in his
dugout redwood canoe. Once again, the tribes‘ existence is in
jeopardy. Their position is clear: for the fish to survive, the dams
have to go. While the rest of the world considers the construction of
ever larger hydroelectric plants, this could become the story of the
biggest dam removal project in history.
Managers at PacifiCorp, the dams‘ operators, praise
hydropower as a low-cost, climate-friendly source of energy, a
valuable resource they say they couldn‘t afford to lose. “We‘re
just borrowing water and returning it to a river,” Toby Freeman
claims. But now they are in trouble, too – the long-term license
for the hydro project needs to be renewed. Conditions of such
a license will be very expensive for the company – maybe too
expensive.
For tribal members like Merv, this is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. Their quest to confront the owners of the dams
leads them to a global energy giant in far-away Scotland. The
anonymous corporation finally shows a human face, but soon
a�er, it is sold again. PacifiCorp and the Klamath River dams
are now part of the empire of Warren Buffe�. Will tribal members
manage to persuade the second-richest man in the U.S. to save their
salmon and their culture?
The story is told in a very character-driven way. Over the course of
two years, the filmmaker followed tribal members, utility managers,
irrigators, and commercial fisherman all in ba�le for a river. “I‘ve
found it fascinating how determined they all are to find a solution
to a seemingly hopeless conflict,” Ben Kempas says. “We‘ve been
witnessing how stereotypes don‘t stand the test of time. Indigenous
people turn out to be smart strategists. Managers in the energy corporation suddenly fear
for their own existence. And we‘ve seen some astonishing alliances between old enemies.”
Feature-length version: 97’
TV versions: 52’ to 59’
Produced by Preview Production. Co-produced by ARTE and Bayerischer Rundfunk.
Financially supported by FilmFernsehFonds Bayern.
World premiere of the feature-length version at the International Documentary Film Festival in
Munich in May 2008. Winner of the OSCE-sponsored Human Rights Award at the Dokufest in
Kosovo. North American Premiere at the Toronto International Film Festival. Winner of Best
Environmental Film at the IFF “Water, Sea & the Oceans” in the Czech Republic.
Updates at www.upstreamba�le.com.

UPSTREAM BATTLE: Quotes
One of three documentaries mentioned as “Toronto Film Festival’s must see films.”
Marc Olsen, Los Angeles Times, 03 Sep 2008
“This is one of those films that you can only appreciate: It takes you to a place
in the world that you (I) don’t know anything about. It has some charismatic
characters who fight for a cause. You get to know and love them. It has a strong
and relevant, universal story that is straight forwardly well told.“
Tue Steen Müller, Filmkommentaren, Denmark, 23 Aug 2008
Ben Kempas “succeeds in providing a sophisticated and dedicated portrayal of
opposed ways of life: indigenous people struggling to maintain their identity, and
profit-oriented businesses.“
Abendzeitung München, Germany, 06 May 2008
“Michael Moore dreams of ge�ing this kind of access. It’s a testament to Ben’s
own belief in this struggle and a reward to those of us lucky enough to see the
incredible film.”
John Mounier, Filmmaker, Facebook Review, 18 June 2008
“This quarrel could easily have been framed as a classic David and Goliath
confrontation, but Upstream Ba�le is wonderfully nuanced, acknowledging the
complexity of the situation.”
Thom Powers, TIFF Catalogue, Aug 2008
“The film does an excellent job of pu�ing a human face on a complicated issue. [...]
Where director Ben Kempas really scores is with the candid interviews with the
PacifiCorp staff. [...] At a time when the effects of globalization, the energy crisis
and environmental crisis are finally starting to hit home, intelligent, even-handed
documentaries like ‘Upstream Ba�le’ are an essential part of the dialogue.”
Mariko McDonald, FilmThreat, 09 Oct 2008
“Both Ben Kempas and Malcolm Rogge have made works in the grand tradition
of socially and politically oriented documentaries: they’ve let the issues dictate
the direction of their films. Like great journalism, these films impart knowledge to
the viewer in a clean, linear manner, without losing sight of the complexity of the
stories being told. Both deserve to be seen by wide audiences.”
Marc Glassman, Classical 96.3 FM Toronto, Sep 2008
“Clarion cinematography and a refreshingly even tone elevate this German
documentary. [...] Kempas’ reluctance to idealize (or vilify) his subjects or simplify
the issues at hand propels the film past simple advocacy-doc territory.”
Adam Nayman, EYE Weekly Toronto, 01 Sep 2008
“This documentary fits well into the ‘environmental’ category. but it’s about so
much more. It’s about what’s lost when you devalue culture.”
Donna G, “The More The Merrier”, CIUT 98.5 FM Toronto, 10 Sep 2008
“A rare story of environmental triumph. [...] What truly makes UPSTREAM
BATTLE stand out is the way all these people begin to come together amd find
constructive solutions that benefit both their communities and the health of the
river that connects them all.”
Sean Flynn, Filmmaker, Facebook Review, 19 Aug 2008

UPSTREAM BATTLE: The Filmmaker
Ben Kempas is a cinematographer and documentary filmmaker. He lives
in Munich where he studied at the University for Film and Television.
His previous films focused on the Sco�ish independence movement, on
tabloid television in Germany, on courageous anti-nuclear campaigners,
and on a intra-German “border violator”. Ben writes for DOX magazine
and is a co-host of The D-Word, a worldwide community of documentary
professionals.
Documentary films by Ben Kempas:
IM AUFTRAG DES SCHICKSALS (1998, 60‘)
TO BE A NATION AGAIN (1999, 88‘)
THE LOCH LONG MONSTER (2001, 59‘)
GEGEN DIE GRENZE (co-directed with Alexander Di�ner, 2004, 44‘)
ben@expressive.tv, phone +49-89-49003513, cell +49-171-2764778

The Producer
Joachim Schroeder, who grew up in England, is the founder and
guiding force behind Preview Production. A�er receiving a scholarship
in production to UCLA’s School of Motion Pictures and Television in
Los Angeles, and a�er freelance work for several German television
stations, Joachim founded Preview Production in Munich in 1993 and
since then has produced several hundred television and feature-length
documentaries.
j.schroeder@previewproduction.com, phone +49-89-52036768, cell +49-1713674305
Preview Production GbR
Herzog-Rudolf-Str. 1
80539 Munich
Germany
www.previewproduction.com
www.upstreamba�le.com

The Consulting Producer
Magdalena Hu�er came to filmmaking through documentary
photography. She has been a student at the University of Television and
Film in Munich since 2002. As a cinematographer she has been involved
in both documentary and fiction projects, as a director her focus is on
documentaries dealing with social justice issues.

The Co-Editor
Raimund Barthelmes has edited more than 50 high-profile feature-length
films (fiction and documentary) and worked as a consultant on countless
projects. He first met Ben in 1998, helping him and Johannes Kaltenhauser
with their film IM AUFTRAG DES SCHICKSALS.

UPSTREAM BATTLE: The Protagonists
THE HOOPA, YUROK, AND KARUK TRIBES IN CALIFORNIA
The family of Merv and Wendy George are members of the Hoopa Valley
Tribe. Wendy, a mother of four, spends her days working for the Tribal
Council and her nights fishing on the Trinity River, the largest tributary to the
Klamath. Her husband runs the Inter-Tribal Fish & Water Commission. They
manage to combine traditional Hoopa values and rituals with a very modern
“American” lifestyle. He makes regalia from Woodpeckers and plays the
drums in a rock’n’roll band.
Richard Myers, a Yurok tribal member, lives a simple life somewhere in
the woods along the Lower Klamath, fishing in his old redwood dugout
canoe and smoking his own salmon. There’s no public water supply and no
electricity grid, so Richard has to generate his own. His 89-year-old mother is
still a fluent speaker of Yurok and teaches it to her grandchildren.
Ron Reed is the son of one of the last full-blooded Karuk. But his mother
recently died of diabetes, a common cause of death linked to the radical
change in tribal diet. His tribe doesn’t have federally recognised fishing
rights, so they can only catch fish for ceremonial purposes and for research.
Ron works as a cultural biologist for his tribe. Craig Tucker, a white
environmentalist, is a spin-doctor behind the scenes: He coordinates the
Klamath campaign for the Karuk tribe.
TRIBES AND FARMERS IN THE UPPER BASIN IN OREGON
As a member of the Klamath Tribes of Oregon, Jeff Mitchell lives
upstream from the dams and is totally cut off from the salmon. His
neighbours are white farmers like Lynn Long who heavily rely on
water for irrigation and on cheap electricity to run their pumps. Greg
Addington runs the Klamath Water Users Association and finally helps to
turn former enemies -- tribes and irrigators -- into new allies.
PACIFICORP ENERGY
Toby Freeman first works as a relicensing manager for PacifiCorp, being in charge
of obtaining a new long-term licence for the dams on the Klamath River. A�er the
departure of vice president Robin Furness and the sale of PacifiCorp to Warren
Buffe�, he changes positions and now is the Regional Community Manager for the
Upper Klamath Basin. Toby is supported by PacifiCorp spokesman Dave Kvamme.

UPSTREAM BATTLE: Filmmaker’s Statement
by Ben Kempas
A very good friend in Scotland actually deserves all the credit for the existence of this
film. Stan Blackley specialises in environmental PR work, and he told me about a couple
of tribal delegates who were coming to the UK to take on an energy giant, ScottishPower.
In 2005, this Glasgow-based utility was one of the 25 largest in the world. Native Americans travelling half-way around the globe to fight for their river -- it truly is a Davidagainst-Goliath story of today‘s world.
So I grabbed a camera and flew to Scotland to see what was going on. For some reason,
I instantly connected to Merv and Wendy, Ron and Craig, Richard, and Jeff. It soon
became clear that all of them would have to be part of a documentary, but I had no idea
that this would keep me busy for the next three years.
What did I know about the “American Indian”? Only what the European media had told
me: that they still existed, stuck in reservations away from their old homelands; that
they had huge problems with unemployment, poverty, and drugs; but some tribes had
started very successful casinos. So I guess I knew a little more than those people n Glasgow who asked the visitors if they still lived in teepees.
Yet, our first research trip to the Klamath surprised my partner Magdalena and me in
many ways. These tribes still inhabit a good part of their ancestral territory. It‘s a very
remote area, so the first white settlers didn‘t show up there before the 1850s. Many tribal
members withstood the Christian missionaries and have managed to keep their traditional ceremonies going without interruption. Although their grantparents were sent to
far-away boarding schools and punished for speaking their own language, people can
still speak Yurok, Karuk, or Hupa today. Yet, Merv races jet boats and plays the drums in
a rock‘n‘roll band. “It‘s all about balance,“ he says.
We had been invited to attend the annual World Renewal Ceremonies, and all of a sudden, we became aware that access to the tribes wasn‘t as easy as it first had seemed.
Tribal members are very careful not to have their culture “exploited“, and any recording
of the ceremonies is strictly prohibited. Apparently, National Geographic always gets
turned down when they enquire about filming the dances. A Karuk ceremonial leader
pointed to our camera: “Last time a camera this big showed up here, it ended up in the
river.“
We soon realised that we had to find a rather difficult balance between making a film
and protecting what‘s so precious to the tribes. Attending the sacred dances without a
camera helped us gain trust from the tribal communities, but more importantly, it gave
us an idea of the spiritual power that makes these ceremonies so unique. We learned to
understand the need for the ceremonies to be protected. In order to still give the audience an idea of the unique atmosphere, Ron‘s brother Mike invited us to their War
Dance, a rather informal family event, fragments of which can be seen in UPSTREAM
BATTLE.
What totally surprised us was the willingness of energy corporations to be part of this
film. ScottishPower already gave us some access in Glasgow, and after a meeting with
managers of their subsidiary company in the U.S., PacifiCorp, we got permission for
shoots at their Portland headquarters as well as all the dams and powerhouses. There
is a strange similarity between utility managers and tribal members: they both knew
exactly what they would say or do in front of a camera -- and what they wouldn‘t.
There was a period of silence following the sale of PacifiCorp from ScottishPower to
Warren Buffett, but eventually, the corporation opened up again. Finally, following
Merv‘s journey across America to confront the second-richest man, even the new parent
company, Berkshire Hathaway, had to offer us limited access to their annual “Woodstock
for Capitalists“. One shareholder had given us a spare pass to the meeting.
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PRESS RELEASE
Karuk Tribe � Klamath Tribes of Oregon � Yurok Tribe � Klamath Water Users’
Association � Upper Klamath Water Users’ Association � American Rivers
� Trout Unlimited � California Trout � Salmon River Restoration Council
� Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s Associations
� Northern California Council of the Federation of Fly Fishers
November 13, 2008
ONE STEP CLOSER TO KLAMTH DAM REMOVAL
PacifiCorp, Feds, States sign Agreement in Principle to Remove Klamath Dams
Sacramento, CA – Today Secretary of the Interior Dirk Kempthorne, Oregon Governor Ted Kulongoski,
California Oregon Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, and PacifiCorp Chairman & CEO Greg Abel,,
signed an Agreement in Principal (AIP) that defines the path to what would be the largest dam removal in
US history.
PacifiCorp, federal officials, and state agencies plan to work with local stakeholders including Tribes,
irrigators, conservation groups, commercial fishermen, and local governments to reach a final agreement
within months.
The Agreement presumes that the removal of the lower four Klamath dams will begin in 2020.
The signing of the AIP is welcome news to the Tribes, conservationists, commercial fishermen, farmers
and ranchers who see dam removal as the missing element of the more comprehensive Klamath Basin
Restoration Agreement (KBRA) released earlier this year.
The KBRA includes a plan to reintroduce salmon to the Upper Basin, provide dependable irrigation
deliveries to Project Farmers, a means to reconcile water rights disputes, and ensure affordable renewable
power for farm and ranching communities.
“We can remove dams, restore the fishery, and have prosperous farm communities all in the same basin,”
asserted Yurok Chair person Maria Tripp. “We are proud to see PacifiCorp joining our effort to provide
long term stability to all of the Klamath Basin’s diverse communities.”
“PacifiCorp is making a private property rights decision,” explained Luther Horsley of the Klamath Water
Users’ Association, “we support this agreement as part of a larger plan to provide water and power
security to local irrigators.”
“This careful effort to balance the complex needs of numerous interests within the community is exactly
the type of approach PacifiCorp takes every time we sit down to the settlement table, said Greg Abel,
PacifiCorp Chairman & CEO. “This flexible framework ensures that our customers will be protected at
every step along the way, while remaining consistent with our strong commitment to respecting the
environment. We will continue to work diligently with everyone at the table, including the irrigators,
environmentalists, the Tribes and local elected officials with the goal of reaching a final dam removal
agreement that is in the economic interests of PacifiCorp customers."

For more information:
Craig Tucker, Spokesman Karuk Tribe
(916) 207-8294
Troy Fletcher, Policy Analyst, Yurok Tribe
(707) 498-8486
Jeff Mitchell, Council member, Klamath Tribes,
(541) 891-5971

Glen Spain, Regional Director, Pacific Coast
Federation of Fishermen’s Associations,
(541) 689-2000
Steve Rothert, Spokesman, American Rivers,
(530) 277-0448
Chuck Bonham, Spokesman, Trout Unlimited,

We congratulate Mr. Kempas and his crew for their film’s acceptance into the prestigious
Toronto International Film Festival.
In addition to some of the varied interests captured in the film, there are many other
groups with complex interests, living and working in the Klamath River region. Our
customers form a rainbow of unique and distinct energy users, and many of them keep
telling us they desire low-cost, carbon-free hydroelectric power, a belief that is broadly
held throughout the region.
This film clearly advocates on behalf of one unique perspective. However, our continued
goal is to balance all interests with a reasonable and common-sense approach to
providing reliable power at reasonable rates for our customers in the Klamath Basin and
throughout our entire service territory.
The Klamath issue is incredibly complex and ever-changing. Shooting for this film
stopped more than a year ago. In that time, significant conversations and negotiations
have occurred. We feel that is important context for people to know, as they view this
film.
Today, we are closer than we’ve ever been to a positive resolution for the Klamath;
however, to maintain integrity and candor at the negotiating table, all parties involved
have agreed to keep details confidential until we’ve reached a formal agreement. We
remain at the settlement table with Oregon, California and federal officials, working
toward a possible resolution. Those talks have been productive and we continue to meet.
Throughout the past number of years that we've been involved in relicensing of the
Klamath project, we have been clearly consistent in stating our position: If elected
officials feel that, as a matter of public policy and after careful consideration of
independent scientific evidence, PacifiCorp should no longer operate the Klamath
Hydroelectric Project, then as long as our customers are protected in terms of costs and
liability, PacifiCorp would work with those elected officials, along with state and federal
regulatory officials to facilitate their desired outcome for the Klamath basin community.
While we prefer the settlement route, we are also legally obligated on behalf of our
customers to continue to pursue relicensing for these facilities, until we have a viable
alternative. Given the complexity and competing interests associated with relicensing the
Klamath hydroelectric project, it is likely that no single resolution will satisfy all
stakeholders. However, we continue to strive to find a balanced and reasonable outcome
that will best protect our customers from liability and provide them with reliable power at
reasonable rates.
Again, we congratulate Mr. Kempas on the recognition of his work. We wish him well in
the same spirit we’re confident he wishes us only the best in achieving a balanced and
beneficial resolution for the myriad of interests in the Klamath River region.

Marc Glassman
for Classical 96.3 FM
Toronto
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30 July 2008

filmkommentaren, Denmark
23 August 2008
Review by Tue Steen Müller, the former director of the European Documentary Network.

Abendzeitung München
6 May 2008
Abendzeitung is the largest tabloid newspaper in Munich. The
second screening of UPSTREAM BATTLE was featured as one of
five must-attend events in the city on 6 May. The article summarises the film and concludes: “[Kempas] succeeds in providing a sophisticated and dedicated portrayal of opposed ways of
life: indigenous people struggling to maintain their identity, and
profit-oriented businesses.”

Süddeutsche Zeitung
2. Mai 2008
The largest subscription newspaper in Germany (Süddeutsche
Zeitung) linked Ben Kempas to the director of
UP THE YANGTZE, Dok.Fest‘s opening night film about the
Three-Gorges-Dam in China.

afk tv
2. Mai 2008
afk tv, a TV channel for young talent, reported from the
Munich DOK.FEST in daily webcasts. One of their shows
was dedidcated to UPSTREAM BATTLE, with Merv and
Wendy George from the Hoopa Tribe as featured guests.
afk tv called the film “truly moving”.

Film News Bayern
2 May 2008
Two articles in Film
News Bayern: One
presents UPSTREAM
BATTLE as one of the
films nominated for the
Documentary Talent
Award, another one
focuses on the filmmaker
and his documentary.

BR-online
30 April 2008
Festival coverage by the broadcaster, Bayerischer Rundfunk.

The Daily Triplicate, print and online editions, Crescent City, May 2007

The Hoopa People
September 2006
Regional newspaper of the Hoopa Tribe.

